
OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

PROMO RANGE
In this world where bosses and customers demand results immediately
Intec Promoboard provides instant on-demand personalised promotional
items. Simply create your graphics and marketing message in your 
desired application, or use our template artwork, and place your
chosen pre-cut board into your printer to produce a quick
and effective eye-catching product. This easy to use,
pre-cut and creased durable 210gsm board makes it
possible to produce anything from gift boxes, desk tidies,
tent cards and calendars to CD cases, folders and door
hangers - the list is endless!  Available in pop out Perf & Tab
sheets or Trim & Tape varieties. The Intec tape pen is a great
addition to assist in assembling the Trim and Tape range.
Stock Code: Please see our price list for specific product codes

PRE-CUT BUSINESS CARDS
Strong communication is the key to any successful business. The humble business
card is a fantastic way of facilitating this at that chance meeting in the street or at
an event. From that initial exchange of business cards, lucrative transactions
can flow. Often it is the simple things in life that are the most effective. Supplied
in packs of 100 A4 sheets that will provide 1,000 business card per box.
Once printed, the cards can be easily popped out ready for use. Just one
thing though, make sure you always carry them on you!
Stock code: INT65000210
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VARIPRINT Stock code: VARIPRINT

VariPrint is a user-friendly application specifically designed
to exploit the opportunity of direct, personalised marketing.
It enables users to merge personalised data such as text,
images or barcodes into customised templates and then
print at the rated speed of your Intec printer.
With VariPrint you can use your own layout design and
database such as Excel and Access files or Oracle, SQL,
DBF with ODBC which helps to make effective personalised
print easily and efficiently.

PRO RIP Stock code: INTPRORIP

Providing enhanced colour management, trapping and
screening with additional workflow features, the Intec PRO
RIP has a powerful toolset which enables users to make
the very best and most efficient use of their Intec printer.
It's the one commercially available native PostScript®,
native PDF and native XPS RIP for the Graphic Arts market.
Best of all, the entire Intec range can be upgraded to
include this specially designed software, which provides
smoother gradients and more control for colour and quality.
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DIGITAL MULTI-MEDIA
INPUT FEEDER

Load up to 25kg of media or over 4,000 sheets of A4,
80gsm for continuous uninterrupted printing. This unique
feeder is perfect for clients requiring higher productivity.

Stock Code: INTCPIN

DIGITAL MULTI-MEDIA
OUTPUT STACKER
Our unique output stacker enables easy collection of
finished work from your Intec printer. Stacking up to 25kg
of any type of media from 55gsm to 600gsm.
Stock Code: INTCPOUT

SHINGLING CONVEYOR
The Intec variable speed shingling conveyor allows for
continuous print production from your Intec printer. The
variable speed function allows you to determine and alter
the speed of the conveyor allowing for a visual inspection
of your print jobs before they are collected ready for
stacking and packing.
Stock Code: INTCON2

4 TRAY FINISHER
Stock Code: INT53913617

5 TRAY FINISHER
Stock Code: INT53913618

The Intec finishing units will round off your printing
needs by turning your print into the finished product.
Standard features include saddle stitch, fold, staple,
collation and cover sheets transforming your prints into
booklets, pamphlets, reports, menus and other promotional
and marketing materials.
(Note: 4 and 5 Tray Finishers require a High Capacity Unit to be installed.
In addition the 5 Tray Finisher requires the Additional Paper Feeder and
Tray to also be installed).

2 or 4 HOLE PUNCH
The choice of either a 2 hole or 4 hole punch is also
available for the finishers adding the final touch to your
print production capabilities. 
2 Hole Punch Stock Code: 53913620
4 Hole Punch Stock Code: 53913619

HPP ENVELOPE FEEDER
The HPP envelope feeder will transform your Intec printer
into a serious envelope production printing system. The
top loading friction feed system allows you to continually
replenish your stack of envelopes whilst production continues
uninterrupted. This allows for a positive and continuous
feed maximising your production whilst avoiding delays or
breaks in print production - essential for longer mail merge
printed envelopes.
Stock Code: INTFRFEED1

HPP ENVELOPE CONVEYOR
Designed to be used in tandem with the HPP Envelope Feeder
this shingling conveyor allows you to visually inspect envelopes
as they are printed and collects the envelopes ready for stacking
and packing whilst print production continues unimpeded.
Stock Code: INTCON1

PRINTER STAND
This printer stand on castors provides a purpose designed,
easy-to-use movable space for your Intec printer. It helps
free up desk space whilst providing a storage facility for
paper and consumables. This stand is essential if other
Intec options and accessories are to be added to create
your perfect printing solution.
Stock Code: INT53913615

HIGH CAPACITY FEEDER
This floor standing unit provides three additional multi-
purpose paper / media trays to your Intec printer being a
much needed accessory for customers requiring greater
flexibility and feeding capacity. This unit is available as an
upgrade option (an alternative to the printer stand) across
the entire Intec printer range.
Stock Code: INT53912614

ADDITIONAL PAPER FEEDER & TRAY
An additional paper feeder and tray adds greater feeding
capacity and / or the ability to have differing media types
and sizes up to SRA3 in different paper trays.
(Note: This unit is required for use with the 5 tray finisher, is an ideal
addition when used in conjunction with the printer stand or the
high capacity unit but it is not suitable for use with MMC,
DMP or HPP printing systems).
Stock Code: INT53913616

LARGE FORMAT
BANNER PRINT EXTENSION TRAYS
Fitting these banner extension trays to the digital input
and output units enables the easy printing of large format
media. Magnetic media guides are included as standard. 
Stock Code: INT42012531

MINI EXTENSION TRAY
This mini extension tray is an option available for use with the
digital multi-media input feeder to allow certain, slightly longer
media to be supported if the large format banner print extension
trays are not required.
Stock Code: INT42012534


